Dear Pix4Dmapper users,
As a current PIX4Dmapper User, we would like to offer you a special opportunity to widen your
portfolio of powerful geospatial software and purchase the PIX4Dmatic and PIX4Dsurvey
bundle at an incredible price.
Now is the time to take full advantage of the flexibility and robustness of PIX4Dmapper together
with the scientific innovation built into PIX4Dmatic and PIX4Dsurvey.
Whether you want to take on bigger, more complex projects or get the details of a terrestrial scan,

PIX4Dmatic is the right software for you. Work faster with better processing speed, process
photos and LiDAR together from iOS devices using PIX4Dcatch, perform accurate RTK and PPK
workflows thanks to improved Geoids support, and deliver aesthetically and geometrically accurate
3D meshes to your clients.
Move from real-surveying to virtual with PIX4Dsurvey. As you produce 2D and 3D outputs,
move to the next step by efficiently vectorizing your data. Create CAD-ready files with ease. You
can even save time and energy with automated detection of man-holes and other objects or
measure distances and volumes.

From now until December 31st, 2022, purchase:
PIX4Dmatic and PIX4Dsurvey Yearly Bundle (for one year only)
$850 USD/EUR/CHF (list price $3,500 USD/CHF, 3,300 EUR)
(Renewal after one year will be the current list price)

or
PIX4Dmatic and PIX4Dsurvey Perpetual* Bundle
$2,000 USD/EUR/CHF (list price $5,990 USD/CHF, 5,490 EUR)
*Support and Upgrades is included for the first 12 months (extension at 599 USD/599 CHF/559 EUR)

S&U needs to be maintained annually for future access to support & upgrades. The software will work even without
purchasing S&U but if a client wants to upgrade at a later stage this will require a full license purchase.

CONTACT US NOW TO GET ACCESS TO THIS OFFER!

This offer is reserved for users with current perpetual or yearly PIX4Dmapper paid licenses.

One special offer per PIX4Dmapper license only.

Got any questions? Contact Caron/East @ 800-25CARON (252-2766) or sales@caroneast.com

Why purchase Pix4Dmatic & Pix4Dsurvey if I already have Pix4Dmapper?
• Matic has a number of feature upgrades and advantages
o Supports Geoids
o Significantly faster, especially for hi-res imagery and large datasets (Any system sold with

a 36mp camera or higher should be sold with Pix4Dmatic)
o Supports 10,000+ photos at once (good computer needed)
o Easier workflow (many of the previous options are now baked into algorithms)
o Supports iPhone LiDAR from Pix4Dcatch (survey accurate)
o Lifelike meshes
o Auto noise removal
o Auto sky removal
o Export quality
• As an FYI, Matic does not currently support the following (coming soon)
o Thermal
o Multi-Spectral
o Scale constraints
o Orthomosaic Editor

Pix4Dmatic and Pix4Dsurvey are where Pix4D is placing a lot of focus now. Mapper is still fully
supported but there are no new features coming to it.
A lot of other features people want from Pix4Dmapper are now in Pix4Dsurvey along with a ton of
other features. It does the best photogrammetry ground classification we have seen.

